
Category: Technical: Passing & Receiving 
Difficulty: Beginner

Am-Club: Oakville Soccer Club
Carl Horton, Oakville, Canada

HLDP u7-u8 Week 8 Passing and Receiving

Organization:
Each player with a ball inside the 20 x 20 area.
Procedure:
Coach allows players to express themselves, while encouraging
lots of touches. Remind the players to stay within the grid. The
coaches call out a different body part every few seconds and the
players have to place that body part on the ball and strike a pose
until the coach shouts go. For example the coach may shout out
nose and the players have to stop the ball and place their nose on
the ball. As the players progress you can shout out more body
parts at a faster speed. This works on the player’s coordination:
Coaching Points/Emphasis
FUN
ABC's

Body Breaks (10 mins)

Organization:
Set up two fields35 x 25 yds. Depending on numbers have 2v2 or
3v3 with retreat line.
Procedure:
Players play 2 games of 2v2 or 3v3 with the objective of the game
focusing on players making good decsions when passing and
receiving the ball. Encourage players not to panic when in
possession and be positive by trying to look for a supporting player
to pass to.
Coaching Points:
Accuracy of the pass
Eyes on the ball
Pace/weight of the pass
Part of the foot/Part of the ball

2v2 or 3v3 (15 mins)

Organization:
4 areas of 10 x 10 yds are set up as show. 3 players are placed on
the outside of each area covering 3 of the 4 sides of each box.
Procedure:
Players have to pass the ball to another player within their area
and then move as fast as possible to the open side of the area.
Progression:
Players now pass and move inside the area and once they have
played a pass they must run around a cone, back in the square
and receive a pass as fast as possible.
Coaching Points:
Accuracy of the pass
Eyes on the ball
Pace/weight of the pass
Part of the foot/Part of the ball

Passing Technique



Organization:
Players placed on to a field 25 x 30yds into 2 teams of 5.
Procedure:
If the ball goes out of the field players can make the decision to
either pass or dribble in, once the ball has been saved or gone out
for a goal kick defensive team must retreat to the retreat line at half
way. Allow the players to play.
Coaching Points:
See the ball/See the player
Change of speed/direction
Keep head up
Use all parts of both feet
Have FUN

5v5 with Retreat Line (20 mins)
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